THE ROUTE IN BEING	45
Supposing, for example, that July ist was a Thursday,
then Vernons Nos. i and 2 would fly from Hinaidi to
Heliopolis- On July 8th they would return. On
July i £th Vernons Nos. 3 and 4 would fly from Hinaidi to
Heliopolis, and return on July 22nd, Only July 29th
Vernons Nos. £ and 6 would fly from Hinaidi to Helio-
polis, but would not return till August I9th, Mean-
while Vimys Nos. i and 2 would have flown from
Heliopolis to Hinaidi on August £th and have returned
to Heliopolis on August I2th. The whole cycle was
thus completed, and started all over again.
Each Vernon had its first pilot, who was the captain
of the aircraft and responsible for the perfect condition
of his " ship" and her safe pilotage in the air. He had,
as I have said, a second pilot under him who was hoping
on some great day in the future to blossom into a first
pilot, a first and second engine-fitter and a first and
second rigger, in addition to which there was a wireless
operator. This made up the Vernon's crew. On the
Mail it was only possible to take one of the fitters and
the wireless operator, if wireless were being carried on
that; particular aeroplane. A second pilot was normally
taken unless one of the passengers was himself a pilot,
when he might be allowed to occupy the second pilot's
seat to enable an extra passenger to be carried.
The length of the flight from Baghdad to Cairo is
between 860 and 870 miles, and the average flying time,
excluding halts on the ground, was for Vernons just over
twelve hours. As the prevailing set of the wind is
westerly, the eastbound trip was usually performed
rather quicker than the westbound trip. But so great
was the variation of the winds encountered that the
flight was accomplished with a favourable wind in a

